SOCIAL LISTENING COLLATED REPORT

23 September 2021
This is the collation of reports from several organisations doing social listening to Covid-19
and vaccine concerns, questions and misinformation in South Africa, as part of the RCCE
Social Listening team. Thanks to all who submitted.
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1.

REAL 411

(William/Azola)
1. MISINFO COMPLAINT: Complaint 1822 was about a website faking/emulating the website
of the Northern Cape Council of Muslim Theologians, the Jamiatul Ulama Northern Cape. The
fake website is distorting verified Covid-19 and vaccines information of the real website,
sharing false information that “all vaccines are filth, and therefore haram.

REAL411 FINDINGS: This is mis/disinformation because it is blatantly false in its accusation
of the vaccines being "filth" and/or "haraam", thus not fit for use by the Muslim community. As
noted by the Islamic Medical Association of South Africa, Muslims should take cognisance of
the fact that over the years, vaccines have succeeded in preventing countless cases of
infectious diseases and their complications resulting in reduction of disabilities and literally
millions of lives saved! See official statement here.
The information provided could be construed to cause public harm in that whilst there is
genuine hesitancy around the vaccines - to due lack of information and other challenges - this
content contributes to further entrenching vaccine hesitancy and potentially causing a rift
within Muslim communities between those who have vaccinated and those who haven't.
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2. MISINFO COMPLAINT: Complaint 1814 is about a Facebook user who claims the media
told half the story of vaccines and that Pfizer vaccines are not “fully approved”, that it is a trial
and can only be fully approved in 2027. They allege that this is carried in a letter sent out by
the FDA.

REAL411 FINDINGS: The information shared is false and misleading as it claims that the
media are telling half-truths when it comes to the Pfizer vaccine, taken from a letter released
by the FDA. This is inaccurate and misleading, here is the letter:
https://www.fda.gov/media/151710/download It could lead people to not at all want to
vaccinate whilst also derailing government's efforts of an effective roll-out of vaccines and
vaccine information campaigns and programmes.
2.

UNICEF ESARO

Daniel Hartford, Janine Simon, Pumla Ntlabati
Concerns around vaccine equity emerged after reports that the UK will continue to consider
individuals who have received the jab in Africa as “unvaccinated” for the purposes of entering
the country and quarantine policies.
Social media engagements of posts mentioning the word “forced” in relation to vaccination
almost doubled compared to last week. Internal vaccine passports were a cause of concern
in South Africa and news that unvaccinated people will not be allowed in churches was a key
issue in Zimbabwe.
COVID-19 vaccines related search queries
Interest in the following search queries was rising on Google over the past week: “UK
government on African vaccine” (breakout search**), “Anti-vaccine protest sea point”
(breakout search**), “Schalk van der Merwe” (+2900%, maybe referring to this article), “Can
pregnant women get Covid vaccine?” (+150%), “Coronavirus vaccine tracker” (+140%), “Can
you drink alcohol after Pfizer vaccine?” (+130%), “When do side effects start after Covid
vaccine?” (+60%).
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COVID-19
vaccines
related
search
queries
Tweets about COVID-19 vaccines in the country generated 40k engagements, a 30%
decrease compared to the previous reporting period
Most shared links by SA users on Twitter include:
https://coronavirus.westerncape.gov.za/vaccine/
Where
to
get
vaccinated
if
you
are
aged
Vaxxed and wanna vaycay in Cape Town? Enjoy discounts of up to 50%
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COVID-19 vaccine conversation on digital news media
News articles about COVID-19 vaccines generated over 55k engagements, a 40% decrease
compared to the previous reporting period*. Top articles on digital news media by engagement
include:
 Desperate pensioners build their own clinic, but Eastern Cape health dept can’t supply
nurses
 Cape Town centenarian shares five secrets to a long life
 Covid-19: No deaths in Western Cape were due to the vaccine, say health officials
 Covid-19: Western Cape stats at height of third wave paint bleak picture for
unvaccinated people
 South Africa remains on UK's red list - but Egypt, and Kenya move to amber
COVID-19 vaccine subtopics (twitter and digital news)
Online conversations about COVID-19 vaccines that generated most engagements in the past
week were related to access (17%), immunity (16%), and safety (15%).
COVID-19 vaccine conversation on Facebook
Facebook posts about COVID-19 vaccines generated 120k over the past week (-30%
compared to previous).
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3. Centre for Communications Impact
(Nthabiseng, Anele, Jarreau)
Online platforms (Twitter)
An online conversation was started by a Twitter
user asking people on her platform the reason
why they don’t want to get jabbed. The
conversation was monitored to get a general
feeling about how people feel about
vaccinating.
Five main points that were picked up from the conversation.
This is a summary of the responses.
1. Most people are still hesitant due to various factors which are related to their faith,
belief, or traditions.
2. On the responses people mentioned how they believe that the current rollout plan is
still a trial, and they would still like to wait before getting jabbed.
3. There were responses relating to the government mistrust
4. Deaths which are believed to be caused by the vaccine are still a major reason why
some people are hesitant to get the jab.
5. Some people further stating that they’ve never contracted the virus so they will survive
without the jab.
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4. Centre for Analytics and Behavioural Change
Jesse
●
●
●
●

Coerced and/or forced vaccinations
Misleading claims and/or untrue statements
Political movements against vaccine mandates and government mistrust
Pro-vaccination content to persuade skeptics

Mention Volume
Over the past week, our researchers analysed data with a special focus on accounts that
demonstrated a skeptical attitude towards government policy interventions, the effectiveness
and the actual need for COVID-19 vaccinations. Out of thousands of tweets related to COVID19 vaccinations, our data showed that vaccine skeptics made up a significant portion of the
discussion.
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Coerced and/or forced vaccinations
This post was tweeted by an influential account, the
president of the African Transformation Movement.
This tweet was posted with a campaigning poster for
the party with the words “NO TO FORCED
VACCINATION”. The post received some traction,
399 retweets, 22 quotes, and 990 likes. The quotes
and replies had mixed sentiment, with people
disagreeing with the MP posting content like the
below and others applauding the party for their
stance. Although the author didn’t share any vaccine
mis/disinformation with this post, with his public office
position the MP created an opportunity for people to
doubt and question the need for vaccination.

ATM is not the only party that has shared
messaging around this issue, ACDP shared a
poster with a similar message. The below poster
was posted from the party’s official Twitter
account, inviting people to “ Stand up and say No
to mandatory vaccines” march to the Constitutional
Court. The post received some traction, mostly
from those anti-vaccines.

This tweet didn’t receive any traction, but we came
across several posts showing the same sentiment.
The common theme shows that the majority of
people who are concerned about forced/coerced
vaccination need more information/education
about vaccines and how they work.
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Another example of why some people are against
mandatory vaccination. In this post, the author refers
to alternative medicine as another preventative
measure against Covid 19. Again, this shows the
need for more information and education around
vaccines.
Misleading claims and/or untrue statements
Sharing unverified vaccine information and passing
it as research-based information seems to be a
trend when sharing vaccine mis/disinformation. This
incomplete video clip is about vaccine efficacy,
however, the information being shared speaks to
only 1 part of the discussion that cannot be verified
unless you watch the whole video. The author is well
known for sharing vaccine disinformation and this
video is another example of him promoting distrust
in the vaccine.

Another example of someone sharing unverified
information under the guise of research. Even
though the author was referring to a report, he
failed to attach or share a link for people to learn
more or verify this information for themselves.

This post is about Ireland but was
retweeted by a South African account that
shares a lot of vaccine misinformation. In
the tweet, the author is comparing the
number of positive Covid 19 cases even
though the majority of the country is
vaccinated. Questioning the efficacy of the
vaccine and promoting doubt and distrust.
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Political movements against vaccine
mandates & government mistrust
Our research found that organised groups are
critical to driving anti-vaccination sentiments
both online and offline. This includes political
parties and/or other socially charged
organisations. For instance, the African
Christian Democratic Party has frequently
shared tweets containing hashtags such as
#NoVaccineDompass
and
#NoVaccinePassports. Recently, the political
party shared another tweet promoting its
upcoming march against mandatory vaccines
as shown below:

Several individuals also shared posts
demonstrating
support
to
movements
happening in other countries where protest
action had begun against vaccine mandates.
The retweet below also illustrates this point:

Pro-vaccination
skeptics

content

to

persuade

Amongst the vaccination skeptic data that we
found, several accounts shared messages
that actively tried to persuade those who
might be susceptible to consuming
misleading information. The tweet below
made by news outlet SABC illustrates this
point:
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5.
Community Constituency Front
Nnete, Pauline and team
• Hesitancy due to lack of information in outskirt communities, is slowly changing after
community constituent members engaged with CCF Neighborhood Agents on the ground.
• There is also a great need for awareness raising in our communities hence many the
communities that have been visited don’t have access to recent updates and information
as data prices are costly in South Africa. Government need to start using approaches to
data-free applications like “Moya Messenger”
and subsidize subsidize
Telecommunications companies (MTN, Vodacom, Cell-C, Telkom and Rain sim-cards)
• Members of Society in rural areas & townships are continuously assisted with registration,
some community members struggles to register, due to illiteracy ‘’(Tech-savvy)’’ & no
access to network.
• The elderly are also concerned about the 12 years old children and grandchildren who are
eligible to vaccinate but are reluctant. They fear this behavior puts them at high risk even
though they are vaccinated. The youth also do not fully adhere to NPI measures when
they meet at Taverns and other social gatherings.
Messaging
•
•

•

Messaging doesn't seem to either reach or it's not clear enough and therefore doesn't
resonate with the people on the ground.
On the other hand, myths and disinformation seem to reach people loud and clear;
people from different backgrounds, different age groups, in different areas across the
country are reached by what seems to be a vigorous campaign to scare people off
from taking vaccine.
This is done through social media mostly and to some extent main stream media,
religious platforms have also been exploited to deepen the anti-vaccination information
messages on the congregations of various religious groupings.

Access
Most of people still spend money to access basic services such as Health Care
Facilities, although vaccination sites have been decentralised, even to local Health Care
Facilities in some areas, some people still have to incur the cost so to access such facilities.
Purpose
The purpose of Vaccination is questioned if everyone is still expected to wear a mask at all
times, practice social distance, and follow all health protocols that have been imposed Even
though one might have been fully vaccinated.
Certain group of people have been questioning why should the vaccinate if the virus mutates.
They believe that vaccines are not safe and efficient.
Death Beyond Vaccination
Ongoing issues regarding the death toll rate on general believe that vaccine has an impact on
people the recent mortality rate.
Severe Side Effects
Apparently Pfizer has the most and common sever effects, unlike other vaccines that are
approved by the South African Health Care Systems. Word from the social media streets is
that adverse events are most likely after the second dose.
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6.

Section 27 (Julia Chaskelson)

These are questions that came up in online vaccine literacy training sessions run by Section 27.
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7.
National Department of Health
Charity.bhengu@health.gov.za
This feedback is based on Covid-19 and vaccine conversations Facebook HealthZA from 1823 September

Public Sentiments
3
2,5
2
1,5
1
0,5
0
Poster 1

Poster 2

Poster 3
Total

Date
20/09
21/09
21/09
21/09
22/09

Poster 1

13

Positive

Poster 4

Poster 5

Negative

Post
Covid-19 vaccines administered
New optional booking service for your vaccination appointment
There may be people in your community who do not know how to
register Reach out to them and help
Register now for Covid-19 vaccination if you are 18 or older
Can I choose where and when to vaccinate

Total
2.7
1.0
1.0

Positive
2.4
0.9
0.8

Negative
0.3
0.1
0/2

1.2
1,3

1.1
1.2

0.1
0.1

Poster 2
People highlight problems with the EVDS:
HealthZA and HealthZA
Issues with being book far from their
homes. “I did register then they sent me to the
clinic that is far from me. I have to take two taxis
to get there. It was expensive for me. I missed the
appointment.”
Reports about EVDS problems;
“please update the system it says I can only allow
me to book the date of my vaccination on the day
of my second shot”. They know they can just
walk-in but prefer to book first to avoid long
queues.
Requests for both vaccines to be
available at all vaccination sites; “…so that
people could choose”. Reports about more
people shopping around for their preferred
vaccine and leaving the sites unvaccinated when
they do not find it. Those who are still undecided
about vaccination spreading fear, “it’s your life,
your choice, your death”.
Reports about being refused to
vaccinate at Lonsdale clinic because they were
fewer than 5.
Poster 3
Reach out and help HealthZA
-

We need assistance with free transportation
to the vaccination sites
Where are the vaccination sites in Tembisa?
I am in Phomolong
Where can I get the nearest vaccination site
in Orlando East?
Put posters of the vaccination sites at the
taxi ranks and malls.
What about those who do not have ID
documents? What do we use to vaccinate?
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Poster 4
More people willing to vaccinate asking questions about the process, registration and safety.

Poster 5
Unvaccinated people concerned about how the general vaccinated population perceives their
decision not to vaccinate HealthZA
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8. District – Dr Ruth Segomotsi Mompati, North West (Tebogo Olifant)
1. SENTIMENT (Is vaccine acceptance increasing or decreasing in your area? Do you know why? Are there different sentiments in different groups
– men / women / children; age; urban / rural; using internet or not?)
There is a sturdy increase of people getting vaccinated in Locations around Dr Ruth Segomotsi Mompati.
- More young people are responding unlike at the beginning.
- The Vaccine out rich team is able to rich them in common areas.
2. PARTICULAR MISINFORMATION, CONCERNS, QUESTIONS OR MYTHS IN YOUR DISTRICT
- The misinformation still around is that, Vaccine course infertility; - Vaccine increases your Blood pressure; - People die after vaccinating
- This is a way of reducing population in Africa; - No trust; - It’s not real
Relevant people / groups to involve / local,
3. CHALLENGES
Strategy to find solution to challenge
district, provincial or national
A. Less resources to communicate properly Join hand with departments / Business
Business
and
Department
of
: e.g.: Laud speaker or PA Systems
Communications
B. Department of Health is not worker Request to include me in their planning and be Imologa Community Projects (Vaccine
friendly
flexible to accommodate other stakeholders
Communicator) & Dept of Health (Sub-district
and District)
C. Long distance to Vaccine Sites/ Less More vaccine site to be opened to cover remote Depart of Health & Taxi Association
vaccine sites
areas.
D. Less involvement of CSF
Invite the CSF organization to get involved
District Communicators
4. SUCCESSES
- More people are ready to take their Jab after I clear the myth
- Imologa Community Projects as an NPO and other organization become the centers doing vaccine registrations and redirections
- More men willing to vaccinate
- Out rich going to public places to do vaccine
5. ANYTHING ELSE (Anything else you would like to recommend or resources to request)
- Transport in North West is still a major problem for people to rich vaccination sites. Previously in our reports I’ve noticed that all other
province has transport allocation except the North West. Kindly resolve that urgently.
- All other province has got the Provincial Coordinator except the North West. It is very difficult to rich the provincial department when we
don’t have the Provincial Vaccine Coordinator. Katlego and I are prepared to become provincial coordinator if possible.
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9. District – Ekurhuleni, Gauteng (Mokgadi Malebane)
1. SENTIMENT (Is vaccine acceptance increasing or decreasing in your area? Do you know why? Are there different sentiments in different groups
– men / women / children; age; urban / rural; using internet or not?)
In my district which is Ekurhuleni, the vaccination acceptance is increasing and this is all because of the positive stories that we share with the
communities and ensuring that they have access to relevant information that addresses their concerns. Also the Small talks in the communities are
helps the drive. The use of media communication though radio also plays a big role as people become aware of vaccination sites and pop ups
happening within the communities.
2. PARTICULAR MISINFORMATION, CONCERNS, QUESTIONS OR MYTHS IN YOUR DISTRICT
People have the believe that the government want to be able to control us when we have vaccinated.
 Issue such as “why can we not develop our own vaccine” instead of using other. Why are rushed to take vaccination.
 They want to reduce the number of Africans; we are going to die within 3-5 years to come.
Relevant people / groups to involve / local,
3. CHALLENGES
Strategy to find solution to challenge
district, provincial or national
Get in contact with their representatives so Chairperson from Taxi associations
A. Taxi drivers refusing to vaccinate
the memo is understood
B. Health practitioners complaining of not Provision of water and authority from the nearby Vaccination (logistics) team leaders
having access to water and sanitation at in terms of sanitation (toilets)
most pop ups since they kind of on the
outskirts or grounds.
C. Some sections need more than 1 day pop Consideration for having 2 days pop ups each Vaccination Coordinators in the District
up
section/area scheduled
4. SUCCESSES
The district has managed to form partnerships with 4 main local radio station which are Voice of Tembisa fm, Kasie FM, Ekurhuleni FM and Listen
Good fm. Communicator has already started with then for covid 19 Talk/Vaccination.
DGMT has provided us with signage which was a challenge before and we needed them more for mobilization.
Communicator managed to attend and mobilize on the 3 pop up sites for the week.
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10. District – Garden Route, Western Cape (Busisiwe Mandari)
CHALLENGES

Strategy to find solution to challenge

Relevant people / groups to involve / local,
district, provincial or national
HIV and aids, drug use and pregnancy should
be made daily talk like covid 19 in school and
clinics, as well as community programs, and
also in vaccination mobilization programs.

A. Ignorance
of
youth
in
colored There’s too must drug use and pregnancy in
communities in the Garden route
colored community in my district, and since we
are fighting with covid, some of the life
challenges we are facing we have stopped
talking about them. We must still continue about
HIV, Drug Use, Pregnancy because at the end
of the day these because get to be affected with
Covid and it also becomes complicated when
they need to be vaccinated
B. Hesitancy because of beliefs
Traditional and leaders of faith do need to be Covid survival should also be involved and
talking 2ith elderly people and accompanied by would be more easy if it’s a person from these
health workers because they undermine us as organisations. Someone who has been there
youth and would tell us we will not understand and survived while believing. From herbs or
because we are still you.
God
C. Critics and myths
People still believe that the vaccine kills, but This is where the doctor’s should be involved
with no prove of anyone. maybe those that and addressing more peoples from the clinic.
spreading lies should be accountable and Specifically on Family planning side.
maybe getting arrested for spreading such
things. It’s making our work very hard.
4. SUCCESSES
One of the impressions that we came across while on door to door with municipality nabourhood, health and safe together with disaster management
in one of Plett community, a man that had covid proved that he tested positive but it only stayed less than 5 days and he only head headaches and
coughs… other than that his fine and recovered did not even go to hospitals
5. ANYTHING ELSE (Anything else you would like to recommend or resources to request)
Examined should be made compulsory before vaccination, because there’s more people going to hospital that are diabetic after being vaccinated,
but they don’t die, just for BP and Diabetes because you don’t always notice when its actually high.
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11. District – Cape Metro, Western Cape (Lungiswa Mamile)
1. SENTIMENT (Is vaccine acceptance increasing or decreasing in your area? Do you know why? Are there different sentiments in different groups
– men / women / children; age; urban / rural; using internet or not?)
-We had a presentation at Consol Glass Company they have 27% vaccination coverage and many anti-vaccers. During this period we had 3
information and Q&A sessions with just under 60-80 staff of that only 3 were vaccinated.
2. PARTICULAR MISINFORMATION, CONCERNS, QUESTIONS OR MYTHS IN YOUR DISTRICT
Is the immune system to sufficient to protect me I already contacted covid19?
There in no long term data for Covid vaccine so how can I trust it that it will not cause problems for me in a long run.
In the 18months I have never had Covid so why must I vaccinate?
I know people who died after the vaccine so how can you say there’s no link?
Are we pushing vaccination just to get off the red lists?
There are other medications that helps so I don’t need the vaccine.
Relevant people / groups to involve / local,
3. CHALLENGES
Strategy to find solution to challenge
district, provincial or national
4. SUCCESSES
On the next day there’s few people who went for their jab after the session we had with them.
5. ANYTHING ELSE (Anything else you would like to recommend or resources to request)
Generally the sessions went well except that 2 session had anti-vaxxers who clearly came to disrupt and push their own agendas. After the sessions
staff members visited Cput site to get their jab. It is my opinion that there is ongoing conversation required to ensure all questions are addressed.
An outreach to the site might be good allowing those who want to vaccinate to do it on the spot.
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12. District - King Cetshwayo, KZN (Zamantungwa Khumalo)
1. SENTIMENT:
Vaccine acceptance is increasing in my area because when we visit people whether it door to door or in the malls and talk to them, they get a
chance to ask questions about all the misinformation and disinformation they got on social media, and we are being able to clarify and give them
the correct information. So I think going to people where they are and talk to them is making a huge positive impact
2. PARTICULAR MISINFORMATION, CONCERNS, QUESTIONS OR MYTHS IN YOUR DISTRICT
-- Most people have the myth that when you got vaccinated probably you will die after two years because this Vaccine is here to depopulate the
world.
--Others believes that when you have taken the first jab of Pfizer Vaccine do not go for second one because it will kill you
Relevant people / groups to involve / local,
3. CHALLENGES
Strategy to find solution to challenge
district, provincial or national
A.Youth hesitant is still a challenge
Is to gather positive stories and share with them Teachers and principals are the to work with
ask for maybe 1 hour for those who are in for those who are in school and community
school. And set imbizo meeting for those who and traditional leaders are the one to work
are out of school.
with for those who are out of school by call
izimbizo and community meetings.
B. Side effects: most people are still concerns I make it a point that that I left my contact details Health team are the one relevant to work with.
about the side effects because some of the with them so that when they experience some
people they know experienced them.
side effects I would be able to report it to their
nearest hospital and got emergency attention.
4. SUCCESSES
We are able to get more men vaccinated by visiting their church conferences and tribal council where they sit as traditional leaders and they
influence more men in the community.
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13. District – Ehlanzeni, Mpumalanga (Noluthando Mazibuko)
1. SENTIMENT
In the weekly vaccination reporting for Ehlanzeni District, vaccination acceptance is increasing. This is seen with the continuous increase of weekly
vaccinations in comparison to preceding weeks, every week. The report received does not cover the population different population groups, but
merely the number of people, in comparison to the total District Population
More people have voluntarily gone to get vaccinated as there are fears of a possibility of services being limited to them over social talks of “Vaccine
Passports” to access certain areas or places of interest
2. PARTICULAR MISINFORMATION, CONCERNS, QUESTIONS OR MYTHS IN YOUR DISTRICT
- Community members feel that the government does not deliver services on time so on social media, various posts have been circulating that have
been encouraging people to register for the vaccination, but not go to the sites to get vaccinated, as an effort to show government “What Empty
Promises Are Like”
Relevant people / groups to involve / local,
3. CHALLENGES
Strategy to find solution to challenge
district, provincial or national
A. Elections
To collaborate with political parties to mobilize people to
- Main political parties
vaccinate
B. Lack of Knowledge of vaccination - What we have noticed is that when people are near an
- District Health department
sites and how conveniently placed they outreach vaccination site. Its beneficial to have someone
- National Health Department
actually are
or some people around the area telling people that there
is a vaccination site nearby and they don’t have to be
registered
- We need more people on the ground to mobilize locally
C. The waiting time in line to get a We need more vaccinators at sites
- District Health department
vaccination is also what discourages
- National Health Department
people to return for their second doses,
as well actually continue
D. Lack of a platform where we can find We need a fixed platform as Ehlanzeni that is marketed,
- District Health department
relevant “local” information, such as that provides us with vaccination related information
- National Health Department
vaccination sites for Ehlanzeni District
regularly
4. SUCCESSES
A continuous increase in the average number of people being vaccinated every week in Ehlanzeni District
5. ANYTHING ELSE. A Support team on the ground at vaccination sites to address questions and mobilize people locally
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14. District – Namaqua, Northern Cape (HT Lottering)
1. SENTIMENT
The growing numbers are proving that vaccine acceptance is definitely increasing in the Namaqua District.
2. PARTICULAR MISINFORMATION, CONCERNS, QUESTIONS, OR MYTHS IN YOUR DISTRICT
- Rumours that the vaccine is killing people are still doing the rounds, but is definitely losing steam as WHO reports are proving the contrary.
- That the Johnson & Johnson vaccine is more effective than the Pfizer one.
3. Challenges
A. Stranglehold
of
religious leaders and
leaders
of
the
Rastafarians on their
followers.
B. Apathy of the youth
and their preference of
the
Johnson
&
Johnson vaccine.

Successes

Relevant people

Limited success due to An urgent meeting/summit with mainstream and Reverends, pastors, priests
stranglehold of religious Pentecostal churches and Rastafarians in the and other clergy and leaders.
leaders.
Namaqua District where all myths and misperceptions
about the vaccine can be ironed out.

Limited success due to
misinformation,
disinformation and their
preference
of
the
Johnson
&
Johnson
vaccine.
C. Lack of funds and None.
equipment.
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Strategy on how to find solution

Campaigns on tv, radio stations and social media Managements of sports clubs,
such as Facebook and WhatsApp to get the correct youth pastors and leaders,
message across.
night club and tavern owners.

Meeting/Summit with business chambers and non- All business owners.
affiliated businesses.

15. District – Bojanala, North West (Katlego Sito)
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16. District – Mangaung, Free State (Keneiloe Mokola)
Sentiment
There has been a rise in Vaccine intakes this past week, there has also been 5 outreaches this week targeting working demographics who do
not have time to go to hospitals as well as young people.
Particular Misinformation, concerns, questions or myths in your District?
A. A few taxi drivers I've encountered this week in Thaba Nchu argue that the side effects get in the way of their jobs and that also raises an issue
with their employers.
Challenges:
A.Patients who have vaccinated while working came back to complain that due to the side-effects from the Vaccine they could not continue
working and they got into quarrels with their superiors.
B. Not enough open Vaccination sites during weekends.
Strategy to find solutions to challenges:
A. Conversations need to to be held with community stakeholders as well as local, District and Provincial dignitaries to make them understand
that their workers need to vaccinate and rest in order for the Vaccine to work its course, it is therefore unfair and unjust to deny an employee a
day off after faking jab if the patient suffers from severe side-effects.
Relevant people, groups to involve,local,District, provincial or national: Business leaders; District and Provincial leaders
Successes:
A.The convenience of outreaches have also contributed to the increase in Vaccine intakes.
B. People have become more aware of the Vaccine and they engage us as well as each other in dismantling myths and Misinformation
surrounding vaccines.
Anything to add:
A. In order to achieve herd immunity, more funds and resources must be channeled towards Districts with low figures such as Thabo
Mofutsanyana. The District and the Provincial team as well as the NDoH may come together and send out their teams to regions that show
Vaccine hesitancy to show the people that their basic right of health care is prioritized.
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17. District – Buffalo City, Eastern Cape (Coceka Kotsele)
SOCIAL LISTENING:
- Still do not have plan for the Vooma Weekend.
- Not yet able to get a radio slot at the community radio station
UNDERSTAND AND PLAN:
These challenges are to be tackled by the District
ENGAGE:
Met with vaccination site facilitators on Tuesday there is still no plan but will distribute pamphlets and fliers that weekend
Have not yet met with Fort Hare radio station programmes manager to set a plan of action.
18. District – Amathole, Eastern Cape (Zanemvula Dayimani)
Challenge in the Amathole District
Still the reluctancy and low turn out of youth to participate in the vaccination uptake.
Solution:
Activation of Vooma will take place at the soccer tournament taking place this weekend at Ngqushwa sub-region.
19. District – City of Johannesburg, Gauteng (Nomzamo Gcwensa)
This covers the following areas of the City of Johannesburg, Region A: Ivory Park, Orange Farm, Diepsloot, Cosmo City, Zanzspruit, Rooderport,
Zakariya,
Soweto
Challenges
1.Youth arguing the fact that they are not forced.

Improvements
Encouraged them to think of their families and loved ones.
And also what it would mean should they be in a position
that will compromise their health.
2.Young men making a comparison to Elon Mask who Responding with questions to challenge what they choose
apparently refused to take a jab based on what was ream to believe to what is a fact.
on social media.
3. The belief that the vaccination programme is a strategy Educating and sharing real-life stories and success stories
to deprive the underprivileged with no concrete reasoning of people who were once reluctant as well, and only after
or facts on their assumption.
contracting covid did they decide to take a jab.
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